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TEACHING A FIRST COURSE IN COMPILERS
WITH A SIMPLE COMPILER CONSTRUCTION TOOLKIT
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P. Bag 0022, Gaborone, Botswana
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Abstract

We describe the use of a toolkit designed to support the Compiler Construction course in the University of Botswana. The toolkit is based upon the principles of simplicity, modularity and flexibility. Its educational goal is to maintain a balance between theoretical material and the practical presentation of concepts. We view the students as active participants in Computer Aided Learning. They actively explore and control the interactions and monitor the data and control flow in the compilers they build. The feedback provided by the toolkit's interface helps the students understand where they are in the compilation process.
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1. Introduction

In many universities Compiler Construction is no longer a compulsory undergraduate Computer Science course. Perhaps one of the reasons is the general perception that learning compilers can be complex, while only a small percentage of graduates will be involved in compiler writing in their careers. Nevertheless the subject area "Programming Languages" of the ACM Computing Curricula [ACM-91] includes at least four main knowledge units that are closely related to understanding compilers. These knowledge units are Representation of Data Types, Sequence Control, Run-Time Storage Management, and Language Translation Systems.

Our experience indicates that the difficulty in learning compilers does not necessarily lie in the complexity of the topic itself. The cause is really two-fold: one can be characterized as a problem of foundation, the other as a problem of presentation:

- Students often lack real understanding of some fundamental concepts that are prerequisite to the topic. They are capable of obtaining good test scores, but fall apart when asked to apply their knowledge in practice. Modern compilers are syntax driven. Learning compilers requires some ease with formal languages and automata. Students should have some initial experience in the theory in order to understand the current syntax analysis methods, and their impact on the other compiler components.

- The available introductory textbooks either concentrate on one particular compilation model and even one example programming language, and then explain their model in a great detail but miss the general state of the art picture, or have an encyclopedia-like approach covering a range of methods and techniques, but lacking concrete guidelines for their integration and implementation.

As a first step in addressing these issues, in the UB curriculum we have a separate course in Languages and Automata. Still, in the Compilers course we try to rely on as simple a set of concepts as possible. We organized our course with a focus on the concepts that differentiate one compilation model from the other, and included a closed laboratory component intended to allow the students to
rapidly build components of compilers for languages that they define. We encourage the students to explore and choose particular models as described below for each of their compiler components.

2. The Course Contents

The course is designed for undergraduate single major Computer Science students. Our goal was to maintain a balance between theoretical material and the practical presentation of concepts. The students taking the course have passed a course in Formal Languages and Automata and a course in Programming Languages.

After surveying a number of textbooks, analyzing the advanced material in sources as [Hol-90], and considering the algorithms of several models, we developed our course from the themes listed below. We were convinced that a set of tools designed to support these themes would provide the students a meaningful and lasting learning experience not only in compiler construction, but also more generally in building large software systems.

Our course starts with an introduction to language translation systems encompassing the range from assemblers to compilers and interpreters with emphasis on syntax directed translation. Then we present the main parsing, translation, and code generation techniques in use today with many examples. We recommend two texts for the course - [Wat-93] and [Aho-86], however none of them is strictly followed, and the lectures contain a lot of material that binds the concepts being presented.

During the first half-semester we cover scanning (case-type and with finite automata) and parsing. Two bottom-up and two top-down parsing techniques are discussed: mixed precedence, LR(k), Recursive Descent and LL(k). All are supported by examples and exercises. The second half of the course concentrates on semantic analysis, run-time storage management (including routines and data types representation), and code generation (including expression evaluation and sequence control). The modern emphasis on compiler construction tools is underlined. The horarium is three lecture hours and one two-hour guided laboratory per week. A laboratory assistant helps the students learn the toolkit in closed laboratory sessions.

3. The UB Compiler Construction Toolkit

The University of Botswana toolkit differs from other similar systems [Ben-90,Hol-90] by the intentional stress on simpler concepts. In [Mar-95] M. Maredi and H.J. Oosthuizen point out the problems associated with the poor mathematical background of a large group of South African students. We have to overcome a similar obstacle. Many of our students experience difficulties in understanding automata based models, attribute-value flow, semantic specifications. In contrast, more mechanistic concepts are easily understood. For example, the students understand better the construction of a case-type scanner than building a finite automaton from a regular expression. They understand more easily the construction of precedence-based shift-reduce parsers than LR(k) parsers. They prefer building translation schemes to defining semantic functions. Fig. 1 shows the model of a compiler adopted in our course.

We made a fundamental decision that our tool will be used primarily by the individual students rather than by the instructor in the classroom (although it could certainly be used for classroom demonstrations). Everyone knows the importance of the student role in the learning process. It has been stressed by several authors [Cou-93,Sch-93] that one of the most important ingredients of a successful learning tool in science and engineering education is its flexibility and its ability to be adapted according to the student's needs and personal ideas. This is why our toolkit offers the students differing alternative models to probe their understanding of different parts of compilers they build. We have included the following:

- two scanner generators. One of them generates case-type scanners from a BNF description of the source language syntax. Some conventions must be observed for the generated scanner to be immediately ready for use. Its main advantage is its very simple structure which students are able
to understand and modify without difficulties. In the closed laboratories this scanner generator is
used in all cases which are not primarily concerned with scanning. The second generator
generates scanners from a description of the lexicon by regular expressions. As mentioned above,
we prefer the first, more mechanistic approach. In the closed exercises the second generator is
used only to illustrate a more general and modern approach. Because of the standard interface
used by both generators, in their individual work the students are able to choose the approach that
they prefer.

Figure 1. The adopted structure of a compiler
- two parser generators - a top-down (LL(1)) and a bottom-up (mixed precedence). Only the bottom-up parser generator was operational in the last academic year, however the students practiced top-down parsing by building hand-written recursive descent parsers from extended BNF descriptions of the source languages.

- an almost empty "skeleton" routine for semantic analysis and synthesis. The students try their semantic actions interactively before supplying the code to fill in the "skeleton" routine. The different options that they could explore originate from the different possibilities for defining the concrete syntax and linking it with the semantics of the source language.

- a set of primitive code generation routines that generate assembly code for the TAM virtual machine (see below). The students call these routines from their own semantic programs.

- an error handler, a major part of which is an adjustable syntax error recovery routine implementing "panic" mode of recovery [1]. In addition students are encouraged to implement and explore recovery by replacement and error productions [1].

- a stack-machine emulator. We have adopted the TAM virtual machine described in [9], and have developed an interactive user interface and an assembler for it.

- utility programs. At the time being these include symbol-table, stack and tree manipulating routines.

- a standard interactive user interface that allows prototyping and debugging of compilers being built by the students.

Below we shortly discuss the last three components.

3.1. Defining Symbol Tables

Understanding symbol-table manipulation is a key point in learning contextual analysis and synthesis. Our goal was to implement a reusable and easily adjustable component that would conveniently allow visualization. We chose to implement the symbol table as a heterogeneous C++ class having objects of another class as an attribute. Each symbol table entry consists of a scope level number, a name and an attribute pointer. In this way all symbol-table operations were implemented in advance, while the structure of the attribute was left open. In a minimalist scenario, the students are only expected to specify the structure of their attribute. This was the case in our closed laboratories. In order to make the exercises simpler and to provide a standard visual image of the table, we used attributes with a fixed structure, however the heterogeneous class approach allows much more flexibility. Not only can the attribute be different for different compilation exercises, not only can it be arbitrarily complex (for example, a tree structure), but also each symbol-table entry can have a different structure for its attribute. This could be useful for more advanced cases or optimal utilization of memory.

An interesting side effect of the flexible implementation of the symbol table was the active interest of several of our students in object-oriented programming.

3.2. Defining and Manipulating Trees

Parse trees and abstract syntax trees are popular and well understood intermediate representations, but it would be unrealistic to expect that the students will have the time to implement tree structures in the time scheduled for our course. Instead we implemented a C++ class that allows flexible tree manipulation compatible with the one described in [Wat-93]. We eliminated the limitation of [Wat-93] on the arity of nodes. For visualization we chose a two-dimensional representation of trees as more appropriate for our educational goals, instead of the widely used linear representation.
3.3. The Stack Machine

The code generation part of a compiler is very much dependent on the target machine. Different machines have different addressing conventions and register configurations. A virtual stack target machine has many advantages for a first course in compilers, like ours. Firstly, using a stack target machine eliminates the problem of intermediate storage and register allocation for expression evaluation. Secondly, the stack is the natural run-time storage organization for languages with nested scopes and recursive routines. Both texts [Wat-93] and [Aho-86] refer to virtual stack machines, but the presentation in [Wat-93] is tightly bound to such a machine. We found this presentation very useful and easily understandable by the students.

The TAM stack machine [9] has two separate stores for code and data. The data store accommodates a stack and a heap growing in opposite directions. All evaluation takes place on the stack. Primitive arithmetic, logical and other operations are treated uniformly with pre-programmed functions and procedures. An important advantage for our course is the fact that the procedure call and return conventions are implemented at the TAM machine level. This simplifies code generation, while still allowing students to observe the adopted run-time storage organization. A number of registers are dedicated to specific purposes.

Our implementation of the TAM stack machine includes a loader and an interpreter. Each of them illustrates a topic in our course. The interpreter can be run in a step-by-step mode, thus allowing students to observe the execution of their compiled programs. Fig. 2 is a snapshot of a screen showing our user interface to the TAM interpreter. The current instruction is at address 132 of the code store (pointed by the register CP). The program is stored from location 0 (register CB) to location 199 (register CT). Next available location in the stack is 21 (register ST), the stack base is 0.

![Data Store - The Stack](image)

![Code Store](image)

![Fig. 2. A snapshot showing the TAM interpreter interface](image)
(register SB). The heap is empty (HB = HT = 1024). We are executing the global part of the program (LB=0, and all link registers - L1 to L6 contain zero). The primitive routines addresses are stored from location 1024 (PB) to location 1052 (PT).

We also implemented an assembler for the TAM machine. There were several reasons for this implementation.

- Our syllabus includes coverage of assemblers as simple translation systems. The forward reference problem and its solution via backpatching are illustrated on the example of assemblers. We also use assemblers to illustrate languages with monolithic structure.

- We cover assemblers before code generation, and use the TAM assembler to introduce the TAM machine itself.

- Our code generation routines generate mnemonic TAM assembler code rather than numerical TAM machine code. This greatly increases the readability of the generated code and helps the students understand the code generation templates for control structures and expression evaluation, as well as identify the possibilities for optimization. As forward references are dealt with by the assembler, this also simplifies the contextual analysis and allows the students to concentrate separately on its other aspects - identification for nested scopes and type checking.

As a bonus, the TAM assembler and interpreter will be used for illustrations in two other courses - Machine Organization and Assembler Programming.

3.4. The Compiler User Interface

As mentioned above, our decision was to make a learning, rather than teaching toolkit. The process of learning compiler construction involves prototyping the behaviour of the compiler, as well as locating and repairing errors in compilation. The location of a defect may not be obvious from the generated target code. The user interface must allow the student to study the behaviour of the compiler in order to find the source of a defect.

Our toolkit views the student as the active and only participant in the learning process. It provides a platform from which the student can actively explore and control the interactions and monitor the data and control flow in the compiler being built. The student can interact with the various parts of the compiler, examine and change data values at any time. The feedback provided by the interface helps the student understand where he is in the compilation process. There are several paths of interaction between the toolkit and the student:

- step by step output of the canonical parse on the screen and in a listing file. This includes the production applied and the current sentential form at each step of the parse.

- screen output of the contents of all stacks. The students can change the stack values at each parse step. This is particularly useful when prototyping semantic analysis and synthesis routines which manipulate stacks parallel to the syntax stack.

- screen output of the symbol table. After examining its contents, the students can change it as appropriate.

- direct emission of code or comments in the object file. Students can enter the code to be emitted from the keyboard.

- screen output of the generated code and data. At each step of compilation the students can view and if necessary change the code and/or the data generated so far.
4. The Laboratory Component of the Course

Designing the laboratory component for a course is not that different from designing the course itself. You need to have in mind who you are teaching, what you are teaching, and how you will teach it. The stress in our course is on simpler concepts that can be mastered in the limited scheduled time. We take into account the difficulties our students have with advanced theoretical material. We try to support the lectures with numerous examples, case studies and practical work.

There are 14 closed practical exercises included in the course. Here we will mention only the most important of them. An essential assumption for the success of each laboratory session is that students know in advance their tasks and do some minimal theoretical preparation for them.

4.1. Scanning with Case-Type Scanners

This is the first scanning exercise. Its purpose is to familiarize the students with the standard scanner interface and with the structure of the case-type generated scanners. They define a language in BNF, construct a scanner for it, and interface the scanner to a main program (e.g. to output each source line in reverse order, search for given words, print the source program with indentation depending on certain tokens etc.). The students design their own main program or choose its functionality among several suggested ideas.

4.2. Canonical Parse and Synthesis

This exercise is done in the fifth week of the semester. It resembles an example done in class. The students study a very simplified compiler that still generates meaningful code. The purpose is to illustrate the syntax driven nature of the compiler and to show how using an additional stack the compiler can keep track of the run-time location of operands and intermediate results in expressions. The corresponding ideas are central in the course. They are introduced in the preceding lectures and recur and are further developed throughout the semester.

4.3. Assemblers. Simple Languages with Monolithic Block Structure. Backpatching

The TAM assembler is a second example of a simple translation system built with our toolkit. The students study its structure, follow the backpatching process, and get acquainted with the TAM abstract machine and its user interface. Sample assembler programs for searching and sorting arrays are provided, but students are expected to write their own examples.

4.4. Syntax Error Recovery with Top-Down and Bottom-Up Parsing

This is an important exercise in which the students try to limit the impact of source program syntax errors on the syntax analysis. They design sets of stop-symbols for so called "panic" error recovery and experiment with them. They verify the statement that the set of stop-symbols is very much language dependent and blindly including too many stop-symbols has an equally negative effect as including too few of them. Students are encouraged to use the second half of the scheduled time to include in the syntax of their language error productions or to experiment substituting an expected symbol for an erroneous one.

4.5. Semantic (Contextual) Analysis

This exercise illustrates the concepts of identification and type checking introduced in the lectures. A skeleton structure for the compiler is provided, as well as sample identification and type checking routines, and hints how to use them. After constructing their semantic analyzer, the students are expected to test it with correct source programs and with programs containing some typical errors, such as undeclared identifiers, double declarations in the same scope, type mismatch in an assignment, type mismatch in an arithmetic or boolean expression, missing return statement in a function body, parameter type mismatch in a function call, etc.
4.6. Run-Time Storage Organization for Languages with Nested Block Structure

Two exercises are devoted to this topic. The source language has only declarations and assignment statements with no arithmetic or other operations. The purpose is to concentrate on run-time representation of different data types, stack storage allocation, and parameter passing protocols. The students experiment with the compilation process and observe the behaviour of their compiled programs on the TAM stack machine.

4.7. Code Generation

There are two exercises for this topic. The first one uses a simple language with monolithic structure, expressions with arithmetic and logical operations, assignments, branch and loop statements. Auxiliary routines for building code templates are provided. The students are expected to incorporate these in the compiler. The second code generation exercise is the last for the course. It integrates the code generation with all the other techniques learned during the semester. The students use a simple, but full featured source language.

5. Conclusion

There are several factors of Computer Science education that make the application of our toolkit feasible. The most important one is perhaps the necessity of supporting the theoretical considerations in the concrete subject area with numerous practical examples. These make the specific knowledge more digestible for students and give them the feeling of quantitative evaluation of theoretical considerations. The other factor is the need for the students to apply the Software Engineering knowledge acquired in a course that is taught just a semester before the Compilers course. Building a complete compiler for a non-trivial language can constitute a term project for a team of students and certainly provides an exiting software engineering experience. It is worth mentioning that our toolkit itself is being implemented mainly through individual and group student projects.

We have recently obtained several tutor suggestions for extensions of our toolkit. The main ones are: a log of the student interactions with the system and a help dialogue when no interactions are made. We intend to use a weighted approach to assess the useability of the toolkit's components and decide on the further directions for improvement.
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